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ABSTRACT
Business processes in dentistry are quickly evolving towards "digital dentistry". This means that many steps in the dental process will increasingly deal with computerized information or computerized half products. A complicating factor in the improvement of process performance in dentistry, however, is the large number of independent dental professionals that are involved in the entire process. In order to reap the benefits of digital dentistry, it is essential to obtain an accurate view on the current processes in practice. In this paper, so called process mining techniques are applied in order to demonstrate that, based on automatically stored data, detailed process knowledge can be obtained on dental processes, e.g. it can be discovered how dental processes are actually executed. To this end, we analyze a real case of a private dental practice, which is responsible for the treatment of patients (diagnosis, placing of implants and the placement of the final restoration), and the dental lab that is responsible for the production of the final restoration. To determine the usefulness of process mining, the entire process has been investigated from three different perspectives: (1) the control-flow perspective, (2) the organizational perspective and (3) the performance perspective. The results clearly show that process mining is useful to gain a deep understanding of dental processes. Also, it becomes clear that dental process are rather complex, which require a considerable amount of flexibility. We argue that the introduction of workflow management technology is needed in order to make digital dentistry a success.
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1. INTRODUCTION
For a long time, dentistry has been mostly carried out in the analogue world: patient information was recorded on paper, communications between the dentist and the lab took place by phone or fax, impressions of patients’ teeth were poured in plaster to create models, models of the final restoration were waxed, and analogue articulators were used. In the last years, a new phase has been entered where certain steps of dental processes are done digitally. However, these steps are still “digital islands” in an overwhelmingly “analogue sea”. Some examples are: Instead of impressions a scan is made using an intra-oral scanner. A crown is designed on a CAD station instead of a wax-up. Yet, a physical model from an analogue impression is still needed in order to test the fit of a crown.

It can be anticipated that through the application of digital dentistry further improvements can be achieved. For example, considerable benefits for patients can be obtained, such as better fitting prosthetics (due to limited loss of precision in the digital process), less rework, and more comfort. Various cost savings can also be expected, since less material is required for intermediate, analogue steps. Furthermore, less toxic materials will be required in the lab.

To arrive at an accurate estimation of the overall benefits of digital dentistry it is paramount to develop an understanding of the entire chains of operations that are required...
for various treatments. After all, many innovations in digital dentistry go beyond the walls of the traditional practices and are therefore difficult to assess. A characteristic of the dental domain is that its processes often involve many independent business entities of dental professionals, where each of the parties has a limited understanding of the activities that take place elsewhere. This is where we believe that workflow management and process mining are relevant. Both technologies and their associated techniques can contribute to a better understanding of the benefits of digital dentistry. In particular, the development of digital dentistry requires that processes are streamlined, which can go hand in hand with the application of workflow management. In turn, process mining can contribute to develop an understanding of what really happens within workflows that run across all partners, and where improvement opportunities exist.

In this paper, we focus on process mining [1], which aims at extracting process knowledge from so-called event logs. Such logs may originate from all kinds of systems, such as generic enterprise information systems, as well as practice management systems of dentists, or order tracking systems used at dental labs. Typically, event logs contain information about the start and completion of process steps, along with related context data (e.g., actors and resources). Up to now, process mining has been applied in a wide variety of settings, such as high-tech manufacturing, financial processes, and hospitals. Since process mining uses factual execution data it allows for obtaining an objective view on how processes are really executed. Moreover, it allows for obtaining quantitative insights into these processes (e.g., performance information). In this way, there is a clear difference between process mining and more traditional ways of investigating business processes. For example, by conducting interviews there is always the risk that highly subjective information is gathered.

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the usefulness of process mining for the domain of dentistry. That is, for a selected dental process we show how process mining can be applied to identify the steps that are taken in the entire process, as well as their timing behavior. Moreover, we can discover which people are involved in the process and how they collaborate. To this end, in Section 4, we use several mining techniques, which also illustrates the diversity in these. To date, we are not aware of any applications of process mining in dentistry. Various applications of process mining in the healthcare domain are known [1, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18, 22, 29]. However, these works are limited to a single business entity (i.e., a hospital), whereas in dentistry multiple business entities are usually involved. As will be discussed, this brings extra challenges along. Moreover, we elaborate on a methodology for how process mining can be applied in order to discover different perspectives of a dental process.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a background on process mining. In Section 3, we elaborate on the method that is used in order to be able to apply process mining for a selected dental process. In Section 4, the ensuing results are presented. Finally, a conclusion and outlook are provided in Section 5.

2. PROCESS MINING

Process mining is applicable to a wide range of systems. The only requirement for process mining to be applicable is that the system produces event logs, thus recording (parts of) actual behavior. An interesting class of information systems that produce event logs are the so-called Process-Aware Information Systems (PAISs) [9]. Examples are classical Workflow Management Systems (WFMSs) (e.g., Staffware), ERP systems (e.g., SAP), case handling systems (e.g., BPM(One), Product Data Management (PDM) systems (e.g., Windchill), Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems (e.g., Microsoft Dynamics CRM), middleware (e.g., IBM’s WebSphere), hospital information systems (e.g., Chipsoft), etc. These systems in general provide very detailed information about the activities that have been executed.

However, not only PAISs are recording events. Also, a wide variety of other systems does so. For example, in a dental practice, a practice management system is used which records for each patient the services that have been delivered as well as the appointments that have taken place. In a dental lab, an order tracking system may be used which records all steps that have been taken to deliver a dental product, along with the time of their completion. Since in dentistry typically multiple business entities (e.g., a dentist and a dental lab) are collaborating in order to arrive at a final product, typically the systems used are limited to the work practices of one business entity only. This means that information in the separate systems is not related.

The goal of process mining is to extract information (e.g., process models) from the recordings of various systems, i.e., process mining describes a family of a-posteriori analysis techniques exploiting the information recorded in event logs [1]. Typically, these approaches assume that it is possible to sequentially record events such that each event refers to an activity (i.e., a well-defined step in the process) and is related to a particular case (i.e., a process instance). Furthermore, process mining techniques can use additional information such as the performer or originator of the event (i.e., the person/resource executing or initiating the activity), the timestamp of the event, or data elements recorded along with the event (e.g., the size of an order).

Process mining addresses the problem that most process/system owners have a limited insight into what is actually happening. In practice, there is often a considerable gap between what is prescribed or supposed to happen, and what actually happens. Only a thorough assessment of real behavior, which process mining strives to deliver, can help to establish a realistic vision on the operational process, which is a hard requirement for effectively developing a supporting IT system or redesigning that process. The idea of process mining is to discover, monitor and improve real processes (i.e., not assumed processes) by extracting knowledge from event logs. Three basic types of process mining can be distinguished (as shown in Figure 1): (1) discovery, (2) conformance, and (3) extension.

Discovery: The first type of process mining is discovery, i.e., deriving information from some event log without using an a priori model. Based on an event log various types of models may be discovered, e.g., process models, business rules, organizational models, etc. For example, many techniques have been developed to discover the control-flow perspective, e.g., expressed in terms of Petri nets [3, 28, 26], Heuristics nets [27], Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) [8], Activity graphs [5, 6], Control-Flow Graphs [7], ADO-NIS workflow models [11], and ADEPT models [12]. How-
ever, process mining is not limited to the control-flow perspective. There are also process mining techniques which put the focus on other perspectives, e.g., the organizational perspective [2, 13, 24], the performance perspective [23], and the data perspective [20].

Conformance: For this category of process mining, the event log is used to check if reality conforms to a model [21]. For example, there may be a guideline indicating that the time between placing and exposing an implant must be at least four weeks. Conformance checking may be used to detect deviations from this rule, to locate and explain these deviations, and to measure the severity of these deviations.

Extension: This class of process mining techniques assume that there is an a-priori model. This model is extended with a new aspect or perspective, i.e., the goal is not to check conformance but to enrich the model with the data from the event log. An example is the extension of a process model with performance data, i.e., an a-priori process model is used in which the bottlenecks are detected.

Note that there is a clear difference between process mining and Business Intelligence (BI) tools in use. BI tools focus on performance indicators such as the number of final restorations placed, the length of waiting lists, and the success rate of surgery. As such, BI tools do not show the end-to-end process and cannot zoom into selected parts of this process [1]. By contrast, process mining looks inside the process at different abstraction levels.

The ProM framework and tool set has become the de facto standard for process mining. ProM (www.processmining.org) is a “plug-able” environment for process mining using MXML, SA-MXML, or XES as input format. ProM 5.2 was released in 2009. ProM 6 (released in November 2010) provides a completely new architecture and user-interface to overcome some of the limitations of earlier versions of ProM. In this paper, we use both ProM 5.2 and ProM 6.

3. METHOD

In this section, we elaborate on the method that is used to apply and evaluate process mining in the dental domain. First, the selected dental process is introduced in Section 3.1, along with the raw data that has been obtained from this process. As will be discussed in Section 3.2, a preprocessing phase is required. In Section 3.3, we briefly elaborate on the kind of results we wish to obtain and the mining techniques that will be used in order to achieve these results.

3.1 Single Crown Implant Process

As already indicated in the introduction, many independent business entities of dental professionals can be involved in the entire dental process. Moreover, these dental professionals each tend to have their own specific IT applications which are typically not synchronized. In order to still apply mining, the following, novel approach has been used for collecting data.

We focused on a medium-sized private dental practice in the Netherlands where several dental specialists are working. Here, we selected a group of patients with an implant-borne, single crown restoration. For this so-called “single crown on implants” process it was known that there was a collaboration with exactly one dental lab. This allowed us to follow for all involved patients the steps that are performed in the private dental practice as well as in the dental lab. To allow for mining the entire process, two different data sets have been obtained. First, for the dental practice we have extracted all the appointments that have taken place for a group of 55 patients that received a complete treatment in the years 2008 up till and including 2010. This resulted in a log consisting of 811 events, where each event refers to either the start or end of an appointment. Second, at the dental lab a log has been extracted which contained for the period starting in 2008 until and including 2011 all the dental products that were produced for all the patients treated at the dental practice. Note that for each dental product it was recorded which steps were taken to obtain the final product. This resulted in a log of more than 2,500 dental products that consisted of more than 40,000 events. The textual information in both logs were all recorded in Dutch.

3.2 Preprocessing

Despite two different logs becoming available through the previously described step, some further preprocessing is required to start the mining proper. (Note that in the sequel all event names have been translated from Dutch into English.)

First, for the dental practice the log contained many different event names. A closer inspection revealed that many different event names referred to the same subject. This is due to the fact that for the appointments a free text field was used to allocate a subject to the appointment. For example, for the event names “impl cons: 15 min earlier!!”, “card! impl cons: 15 min earlier!!”, “card !! impl cons: 15 min earlier!!”, “a few characters differ but they all refer to the concept of an implant consultation. Additionally, it may also be the case that event names are completely different but still refer to the same subject. For example, the event names “pain after impl Friday” and “mrs is afraid of infection” refer to the situation that a problem has occurred after the placing of an implant.

To arrive at a situation where the names of the events all refer to a correct subject, we developed a new plug-in in ProM which consisted of the four following steps. First, the event names are selected which occur most frequently in the log. Second, for each selected event name, the correspond-
ing correct subject is provided manually. As a third step, the plug-in proposes a subject for each remaining different event name. This is done based on finding the closest string similarity between the event name in question and the top most occurring event names for which already a mapping has been provided. If desired, the proposed subject can be changed manually. Afterwards, each event name is mapped to the correct subject. For our log we have chosen to select the first 30 event names that occurred most frequently. For the example above, this had as consequence that the events having as names “impl cons: 15 min earlier!!”, “card! impl cons: 15 min earlier!!”, “cart !! impl cons: 15 min earlier!!” are all mapped to the “impl cons” event name. As a result, for the dental practice we ended up with a log which only had 32 different event names.

As a second preprocessing step, we addressed the challenge of how to integrate the two logs. At the dental practice, the name of the patient is used as identifier for each process instance. However, this does not imply that at the dental lab the same name can be used as identifier for the product that is made for the patient. For example, for patient “J Jansen” at the lab the identifier “Jansen 1550” was used. In the end, to trace the path that is followed by each patient in the dental practice and in the lab, it was necessary to manually link each patient in the dental practice with the corresponding product in the lab. This resulted into one log consisting of 55 patients, 1542 events, and 61 different event names.

### 3.3 Mining

To apply process mining to the dental process in question, and evaluate its use, an *explorative approach* was used that is not limited to a single perspective. That is, for all patients we concentrated on the paths followed for patients, i.e. the control-flow perspective. Also, we focussed on the discovery of organizational aspects (resource perspective), as well as the discovery of performance related information (performance perspective). Moreover, in order to obtain process knowledge two classes of process mining techniques needed to be applied, being “discovery” and “extension”. Next to that, for each mining algorithm used, specific details about the algorithm are provided.

As a methodological step, all results that were obtained with process mining were validated with the process owners in question, which also served the purpose to interpret the findings.

### 4. RESULTS

In this section, we focus on the results that were obtained for the control-flow, organizational, and performance perspectives. Note that the presentation of these results also allows the demonstration of the diversity of process mining techniques available. In conformance with our approach, we clearly distinguish between two kinds of results for each perspective. First, there are the results that have directly been discovered by process mining. Second, the results are presented that were obtained during the validation.

#### 4.1 Control-Flow Perspective

One of the most powerful mining techniques is control-flow mining, which automatically derives process models from event logs. The generated process model reflects the actual process as observed through real process executions. If we generate process models from the logs we obtained, they give insight into the paths that are followed by patients both in the dental practice and in the dental lab. Until now, there are several process mining algorithms such as the $\alpha$-mining algorithm, Heuristics mining algorithm, region mining algorithm, etc [1, 4]. As a first mining algorithm, we used the Heuristics mining algorithm, since it can deal with noise and exceptions, and enables users to focus on the main process flow, instead of on every detail of the behavior appearing in the event log [1].

Figure 2 shows a part of the process model obtained by the Heuristics mining algorithm. Although, the model focuses on only the “complete” events and the main paths followed, it is quite ‘spaghetti-like’. This demonstrates that the process is less structured and requires quite some flexibility in executing the actual procedure. Even more importantly, although such a model can be understood by process analysts, it is mostly not at all comprehensible to professionals working in the field (e.g. a dentist or a dental lab owner). To arrive at a comprehensible model, we applied the following strategy. First, for the events related to the dental practice only these events were selected that occur in more than 10% of the process instances. Second, for the lab, we only identify a start event when the lab starts producing a certain product and an end event when the lab finishes producing the respective product. Note that the name of both the start and event refer to the product that is made. In this way, for the dental practice we just concentrate on the most important events and their ordering. Also, by only focusing on a start and end event for each product that is made in the lab, it can be specifically seen in the entire process where the work in the lab is performed. The two above mentioned filtering steps resulted in a log consisting of 55 cases, 211 events, and 10 different event names. Compared to the previous log, the overall number of events and the number of different event names significantly decreased.

The result can be seen in Figure 3. Here it needs to be noted that the model shown is a Petri net [19]; white rectangles represent work tasks, whereas black rectangles are only added to accurately describe the flow of work. The reader who is not familiar with Petri nets may refer to [19].

The model has been obtained by first applying the Heuristics mining algorithm and afterwards the obtained Heuristics net is converted into a Petri net. Later in the paper we will use this same model for presenting performance related information about the process. Note that although the discovered Petri net may look simple this does not mean that the discovered model could have been obtained manually, e.g. by inspecting the event log.

An important aspect that needs to be considered for a discovered net is whether it is representative for the behavior seen in the event log. An important quality indicator is the fitness metric, which has been implemented in the “conformance checker” plug-in of ProM [1]. This metric is based on the amount of missing and remaining tokens during log replay, i.e. it quantifies to which degree a log complies with a given process model. A fitness value of “1.0” indicates that the model is able to parse all the events of each case whereas a fitness value of “0.0” indicates that not any event of a case can be successfully parsed. For the discovered model in Figure 3, the fitness value is “0.95”, which indicates that it is highly representative for the behavior seen in the log.

The process that has been discovered for the “single crown
Figure 2: Part of the Heuristics net derived by the Heuristics mining algorithm for all cases in the process. A white rectangle represents a task and the number in the rectangle indicates the occurrence frequency of the task. An arc between two rectangles represents a causal relationship between two tasks. The upper number on the arc indicates the reliability of the causal relationship whereas the lower number indicates the number of times the causal relationship occurred in the log.
Figure 4: Social network for both the dental practice and the dental lab. The red dots represent people involved in the process. A dot with prefix “dentist” represents a dentist whereas the prefixes “dental hygienist” and “lab employee” respectively represent a dental hygienist and a lab employee.

The model shown in Figure 3 has been validated with the owner of the process. The owner confirmed the truthfulness of the process as it has been discovered. In addition, it was stressed that for the lab an impression is always needed. For the model this has as meaning that the making of the impression is made during the “impression crown on implant” task or it is made as part of either the “place implant(s)”, “expose implant(s)”, “check-up”, or “check-up + expose implant(s)” tasks.

4.2 Resource Perspective
There are several process mining techniques that address the organizational perspective, e.g., organizational mining, social network mining, mining staff assignment rules, etc. [2]. Here, we elaborate on social network mining to provide insights into the collaboration between people in the entire process for the dental practice as well for the lab.
The Social Network miner allows for the discovery of social networks from process logs. The generated social network allows for the analysis of social relations between persons involving process executions. Figure 4 shows the derived social network. To create the network, we used the “handover of work” metric [2] that measures the frequency of transfers of work among people working in the process. Note that for deriving the social network we used the original log for which the corresponding Heuristics net is shown in Figure 2. In this way, we can analyze all the recorded, direct handovers of work between people.

The people that are highly involved in the process appear as larger dots in the figure. The results are useful to detect whether people are highly involved in the process or that they only collaborate with a few people. Note that the names of the people have been anonymized due to confidentiality issues. Also, the name of a dot indicates the role being played by a person.

From the mining result it immediately becomes clear that person “dentist3” is highly involved in the process. About this observation, we had a discussion with the process owners in order to interpret the results. They agreed with the main results. Additionally, the discussion also led to the following insights. That is, a closer inspection revealed that “dentist3” is the main person responsible for the dental practice on the placing of the implants, as well as the placement of the final crown. Moreover, via arcs “dentist3” is connected with persons “dentist5”, “dental hygienist1”, “dentist1”, “dental hygienist2”, “dentist4”. For each of these persons there are no connections with other persons in the network. Also, “dentist3” is connected with “dentist2” for which there is only one connection with another person in the network. Here, the discussion made us understand that these persons all work for the dental practice and are colleagues of “dentist3”. In particular, “dental hygienist1” and “dental hygienist2” are dental hygienists and the involvement of “dentist1”, “dentist2”, “dentist4”, and “dentist5” is related to the fact that even though they are dentists they sometimes perform a task in case a patient has a problem. So, the remaining persons in the network are working for the dental lab. Also, if “dentist3” would be removed from the diagram there would be two almost disconnected clusters of persons. In this way, the network clearly shows that for the “single crown on implants” process there are two different organizations involved and that there is a clear divide between the organizational roles involved.

Finally, another interesting result that can be seen in the network is that both “lab employee7” and “lab employee10”, both working for the lab, have many incoming arcs. A discussion with the process owners revealed that this is due to the fact that these persons are responsible for the making of the bill, which is typically the last task that is done for a product that is made in the lab; work is handed over to them last.

### 4.3 Performance Perspective

Process mining also provides several performance analysis techniques. For this purpose, we made use of the extension type of process mining. That is, the Petri net model shown in Figure 3 was used for an enhanced analysis. Figure 5 shows the results of a performance analysis based on the mined model shown in Figure 3 and its corresponding log. The analysis is performed by the “Performance Analysis with Petri net” plug-in. In particular, the plug-in projects timing information on places and transitions. It graphically shows the bottlenecks and all kinds of performance indicators, e.g., average/variance of the total throughput time or the time spent between two tasks. Furthermore, in case of a choice within the process, it is shown how often the alternative was followed.

In Figure 5, the coloring of the places visualizes how much time a case spends in the place waiting for the next task. A pink color denotes a high waiting time (more than 14 days), a yellow color denotes a medium waiting time (between 7 and 14 days), and a blue color denotes a low waiting time (lower than 7 days). For example, the place between the “implant consultation” and the “place implant(s)” task has a pink color as the average waiting time is “59.37” days (standard deviation “53.93”). Another place in the process for which there is a high waiting time is the place after the “check-up” task. Moreover, the place between the “produce crown (start)” task and the “produce crown (complete)” task is colored yellow, which means that the work done by the lab also requires quite some time. In fact, the average waiting time spent in this place is “11.91” days (standard deviation “5.63”). Note that for a place much more timing related information is calculated (e.g. synchronization time, minimum, and maximum values for them).

Also for the tasks in the process, performance related information was calculated with the plug-in. In Table 1, for several pairs of tasks, performance related information is presented concerning the time between these tasks. For example, it can be seen that the average time between the “place implant” and “expose implant” tasks is “81.6” days, the average waiting time is “53.93” days, and the minimal and maximal values are “41.72” and “181.98” days respectively. Regarding the choices in the place it can be seen, for example, that for 4% of the patients, the check-up is combined with the exposing of the implant. Also, after the check-up for 30% of the patients following this path the implant(s) are exposed.

The above mentioned results were presented to the people involved in the process, who confirmed that these values are realistic. Moreover, they showed a great interest for the exact timing information that was obtained. This is due to the fact that in dentistry sometimes there is mandatory waiting time between tasks. For example, imagine the time that is necessary to allow for the healing of a wound. This also shows that for places for which there is a high waiting time, it can not be automatically assumed in dentistry, that potentially for them a lower waiting time can be realized. For example, the high waiting time in the place after the “check-up” task is actually artificially created and should not be seen as an inefficiency.

### 5. Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have concentrated on the usefulness of process mining in dentistry. In particular, we have focused on the “single crown on implants” process as it is currently executed at both a private dental practice and a dental lab in the Netherlands. For the control-flow, organizational, and performance perspectives we have obtained detailed insights. The validity of our results were confirmed by people involved in the analyzed process. Our evaluation demonstrates that process mining is a technology that is of value to discover actual process behavior, even when it involves multiple par-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tasks</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>St Dev</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;place implant(s)&quot; and &quot;check-up&quot;</td>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>5.74</td>
<td>17.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;place implant(s)&quot; and &quot;impression crown on implant&quot;</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>36.72</td>
<td>41.72</td>
<td>181.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;check-up&quot; and &quot;expose implant(s)&quot;</td>
<td>86.71</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>40.81</td>
<td>238.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;expose implant(s)&quot; and &quot;impression crown on implant&quot;</td>
<td>70.04</td>
<td>34.96</td>
<td>35.07</td>
<td>169.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;impression crown on implant&quot; and &quot;place crown on implant&quot;</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>15.37</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>49.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Several statistics about the time that is spent between two tasks. For each pair of tasks, the average (Average), minimal (Min), and maximal (Max) time between them is provided. Also, the corresponding standard deviation (St Dev) is provided.

Figure 5: Performance values of the process and its tasks are discovered.

When looking beyond the results of this paper, it is useful to reflect on the operational process that was considered. It involved one dental practice and one dental lab. We expect that due to the introduction of digital dentistry more independent dental business entities will play a role in similar processes. For example, the usage of an intra-oral scanner for making a scan of a patient’s mouth requires that an external organization is required to process the scan. Additionally, in the future a CAD tool may be used in the lab for designing the final restoration. Afterwards, the design is sent to the milling center in order to produce the final restoration. Finally, the restoration is sent to the lab.

In such a context, it is clear to us that workflow management technology will become important to provide additional support for the changing dental process. Workflow management primarily focuses on the automation and support of processes. In particular, workflow management is extremely useful when many different business entities are involved that need to be supported and guided. However, a drawback is that workflow management tools as they are typically used do not meet the requirements of the dental industry yet. Two current shortcomings are:

- The need to optimize a process over many different small entities that together form the dental process. For the healthcare domain, the work of Mans et al. [16] can be seen as a starting point to deal with this issue, as it shows how process fragments and their relationships can be captured and executed.

- Workflow management researchers typically optimize on throughput time and effort. The quality of the resulting product is often not explicitly modeled. In a “paper” environment this can be sufficient. A paper form that is completed via process A or B can be considered equal. In dentistry this is not sufficient. Here, a very important aspect is “precision of fit”. This can be measured in microns and needs to be optimized over the entire process. This is exactly what is currently happening in modeling digital processes in the dental industry. An example: it is interesting for both the dentist and the patient to place the implants and the prosthetics in one visit. However, the prosthetics only allows a placement inaccuracy of 30 microns while the analogues placement of the implant is 100 microns inaccurate. An important question is now: “How can a superstructure with prosthetics be designed accurate
We argue that workflow management will play a significant role in making dentalistry happen. However, modeling alternative process flows without considering and modeling precision will not be convincing for dental professionals, since it is untested on one hand and precision does not behave linearly like time and work efforts on the other. For example, losing microns in scanning cannot be compensated later on by more precise manufacturing steps. Even worse, loss of precision early on the process typically propagates through the process and increases the inaccuracies later on. Modeling this kind of accuracy in workflow models is a relevant and interesting challenge for workflow management researchers.
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